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# Customer Entry Designer Photographer 

1 0001003693 100412 
Crystal Kennedy 
crystal@pnwcab.com 
503-652-1268 

Shannon Butler 
photoartportraits@gmail.com 
503-891-9354 
Owner: Entrant 

Project Project Details Project Date 

Shulz 
Bathroom 
Type: Remodel 
Size:103 x97 

05/2012 

Series Door Style Species Finish 
Premier Savannah Maple GLACIER PEWTER 

Description 
This couple’s master bathroom did not match the grandeur of the rest of the home.  They had 
been putting off the remodel as they didn’t know what to do with it.  With the help of their 
designer they restructured the entire space giving them much needed space as well as beautiful 
and elegant room. 
Problems/Challenges: 
-Tight cramped space, they couldn’t even get into some of the base cabinets 
-Shower too small and the old acrylic was cracking 
-Wanted a walk in closet and separate water closet 
-needed more storage 
-Had an unused hall bathroom and hall closet adjacent to their master bath 
-Wanted a beautiful elegant style 
-Would like somewhere to sit and get ready in the bathroom 
Solutions: 
-Opened up wall into adjacent rooms and expanded into them to make the bathroom larger and 
give them a walk in closet 
-Eliminated the window to give more wall space 
-enlarged the shower and built a water closet into an unneeded hall closet for more privacy 
-Used Wellborn’s Savannah Maple cabinetry in Glacier Pewter for a soft, bright look in the 
bathroom 
-Added corner foot valances and arched valances at the base of the cabinetry to give it a truly 
furniture look 
-Added a lower seated vanity area 
-Stacked molding around the room added to the elegant look of the space 
-Mirrors are framed to match the cabinetry 
-Lit Glass in the upper cabinets  to further brighten up the space 
-Frameless glass shower doors make the space look more open 
 
This master bath now suits them perfectly! 
 
































